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How we got here

Our work is part of a two-year grant from the Partners for a New Economy
Foundation (P4NE) to:
“...develop curricula, cases and videos featuring alternative economic and
financial models to train and transform social finance executives to adopt
new economic models that are human and planet centric.”
We are researching five current P4NE grantees:
• Organizations focusing on creating internal change:
o Future-Fit Foundation
o NAEC/OECD
• Organizations creating disruptive models
o Climate Safe Lending
o Democracy Collaborative
o Finance Innovation Lab
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Our Approach

Our approach – grounded in “Wicked Problems” and Deliberate Leadership
1. Desk research – landscape analysis and background materials
2. Research NAEC documents and reports
3. Confidential interviews with 13 people familiar with NAEC from within and
outside of OECD.
Final product – 30+ page case study to be taught at various internationally
recognized business schools.
• First session – Social Finance Programme,
Said Business School, Oxford (fall)
Next few pages are highlights from the interviews and some issues to
consider moving forward.
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Views from the outside

Successes
• Has done a lot with a little, due to:
• Location inside Office of the Secretary General (shielding, raising profile,
“I think NAEC has done a very good job of encouraging the
stabilizing budget)
“I
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to new
the conclusion
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economic ideas
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•
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to policy:
not just
to theisglobal
crisis,from
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•bodies
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unique,
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the issues,
OECD than
it ischange,
from academic
economics
departments.”
morelike
recent
climate
economic
inequality
and now the
new ideas
pandemic”
Professor
of Economics
• Provides a forum for economic pluralism absent from
other financial
institutions (e.g. IMF)

Executive Director, Academic Thinktank

Obstacles
• Budget – enough to keep new economics on the radar, but not to have a big
impact (e.g. develop ‘lighthouse policies’ with Directorates)
• Opportunities for alternative economists and other disciplines are constrained
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Views from inside OECD

Successes – has achieved more than it is given credit for
• Fostering a culture of experimentation and investigation.
• Introduced or enhanced approaches within OECD (ex. agent based modeling,
systemic resilience, etc.)
“NAEC
has
instrumental
in pushing
the OECD
direction
“I think
it'sbeen
partly
about nudging
that middle
groupinofthe
people
who
• Encouraging the break-down of subject matter silos.
of multidimensionality…We
used
to be
speaking
about
growth
wouldn't
naturally think about this
stuff.
Butonly
because
NAEC
offers
a lot
Obstacles
–rates,
has had
to
deal with
institutional
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of OECD
GDP
growth,
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at the
of really interesting
things,
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goand
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of look
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and
they kind of
get
inclusiveness
angle,
the
sustainability
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sucked
it, mass
hopefully.
I think
it'sexploring
about angles,
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who
• Lack
of a into
critical
of economists
new modes
of
analysis.
can
drive
change.”
• OECD staff have insufficient time to engage with new
ideas.
It’sthe
easier,
faster,
— OECD
Deputy
Director
and more efficient to just do what one’s always done.
— OECD economist
• Ideological attachment to traditional thinking.
• The general realities of being part of a huge bureaucracy.
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Going Forward

1. NAEC is introducing new economic approaches within the OECD. Can
these exist with, or are they in conflict with, the OECD’s current direction?

“Economics is a set of competing religions, and in some people’s

2. What should NAEC’s expectations be about how, and how often, the OECD
mind
what NAEC
was proposing
was nothing
of religious
considers
incorporating
these approaches
into itsshort
decision
making:

war.”o Over time, the OECD should incorporate new economic
approaches/ideas into all its activities.

o NAEC should continue as an internal “think tank” that makes new
“NAEC ideas
was set
upavailable
as a kind
of gnat to
bite on
hide of
ideas
to decision
makers
(butthe
notthick
required).

the OECD
occasionally
and an
irritate
it a focus
bit, but
a broader active
o NAEC
should maintain
external
thatwithout
is only incidentally
in changing OECD’s behavior.
commitment.”

3. Should NAEC evolve to the next level and be more active in influencing and
creating change? And if so, how? Should it remain within the OSG and be
expanded as a stand-alone initiative, or should the OECD begin to build the
capabilities within the different directorates to integrate new approaches?
What about its budget (and staffing)?
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